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One Row Wonder 
By Allison Griffith 

Finished Measurements 

Various, depending on yarn and needles. 

(In the example: depth 6”, wingspan: 60”) 

 

Yarn 
At least 100g of your favorite yarn. 

(Example: handspun bulky yarn.) 

 

Needles 

Needles to match your yarn.  (Example: US10.5) 

Notions 
Stitch Marker 

Yarn Needle 

 
Gauge 

Gauge is not important for this project 

(Example: 12 sts and 15 ridges in 

 garter stitch, blocked.) 
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The One Row Wonder Shawl might just be the perfect pattern.  With only one row to memorize, you’ll 

have a brand new shawl with almost no effort!  The One Row Wonder can be knit at any gauge and with 

any yarn.  It’s a perfect way to use up leftover yarn or that extra-special skein that’s been waiting in your 

stash (you know the one).  The finished shawl has a unique shape, which wears like a scarf, but has the 

look of a triangle shawl.  The One Row Wonder will knit up in no time and quickly become a favorite part 

of your wardrobe. 

Loop Increase (LOOP) Create a loop by wrapping the working yarn around your finger from front to back. 

Slip your needle into the back part of the loop from the bottom upwards. Tug lightly to tighten st. 1 st 

inc. 

Directions 

CO an even number of stitches.  The more stitches you cast on, the longer and skinnier your shawl will 

be.  The fewer stitches you cast on, the more solid and triangular your shawl will be.  For the example, I 

cast on 60 stitches.  Place marker at the center of the CO stitches. 

Row 1:  K1, LOOP, K to marker, LOOP, SM, K to 1 before end, LOOP, K1. 

Repeat Row 1 until shawl is large enough, you run out of yarn, or get bored. 

BO, weave in ends, and block lightly. 

 

 

Abbreviations 

BO Bind Off CO  Cast On K Knit SM Slip Marker 
 

Allison Griffith is a lifelong knitter with years of experience designing patterns and teaching fiber 

arts.  She is the creator and author of the blog On the Needles where she offers patterns, tutorials, 

and inspiration to hundreds of readers.  She has published dozens of patterns through her blog 

and through Knit Picks.  Her most popular pattern, “Socks by the Numbers,” walks knitters 

through the process of making custom-sized top-down socks.  When not designing knitwear, 

Allison divides her time between teaching children’s sewing classes, working in her garden, and 

watching too many Law & Order reruns.  

Questions? Comments?  Email me at knittingontheneedles@gmail.com or visit me at 

www.ontheneedles.com. 
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